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INTRODUCTION
The groundwater remediation technology called SmartStripping® is an innovative process for groundwater onͲsite remediation that reduces concentrations of Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons
(CAHs) and other volatile compounds such as BTEX dissolved in groundwater at industrial and civil sites and especially at sites with underground storage tanks.

The process can be defined as an innovative combination of Air Sparging (AS) and Soil Vapour Extraction (SVE): groundwater remediation occurs by enabling a transfer of contaminants from a
saturated zone (groundwater) to an unsaturated zone (vadose) by blowing heated air from existing wells, which then enables groundwater stripping from the aquifer. The stripping allows the
separation of volatile compounds from groundwater that vent up to the unsaturated zone which is under a continuous vacuum status, whereby the soil vapour is extracted. Vapours are treated
with granular activated carbon (GAC) adsorption filters before being reͲinjected into the groundwater to start the stripping process again, through a continuous closed airͲcycle system.

The optimization of this technology at laboratory and pilot scale is performed under the EU EcoͲinnovation project SmartStripping (ECO/10/277350/SI.599553 ) which started in December 2011.
This poster shows the development and implementation of an integrated numerical model to understand and improve the remediation process in CAHͲcontaminated aquifers. First part considers
the modelling of the air injection in the saturated zone to define the effect of several parameters to the zone of influence. The second part shows the approach used to determine the
contaminant removal yield of the GAC adsorption filters for a multicomponent gas flow.
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ZONE�OF�INFLUENCE�DETERMINED�BY�SIMULATION AND�EXPERIMENTATION
Numerical�simulation�by�means�of�the�finite�volume�method�(ANSYS�CFX�V14)�is�used�to�identify�and�analyze�the�appropriate�air flow�and�mass�transport�conditions�to�obtain�the�adequate�stripping�system�parameters�for�a�given�
model.�For�modelling�purposes,�the�determination�of�the�size�and�shape�of�the�zone�of�influence�(ZOI)�was�the�first�and�the�most critical�step.�Parabolic�in�shape,�the�size�of�the�ZOI�depends�on�air�injection�and�on�the�relative�air�
permeability�of�the�soil,�which�in�turn�depends�on�the�grain�size�and�grain�size�distribution�of�the�soil.�Hydrogeologic characteristics�of�the�site�(hydraulic�conductivity�and�geometry�singularities)�also�affect�the�ZOI.
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• 1/4 simulation model with periodic boundaries
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GRANULAR ACTIVATED�CARBON�PERFORMANCE�FOR�GAS�MIXTURES��
Breakthrough�curves�for�the�adsoprtion of�pure�contaminants�on�GAC�filters�(Figure�1)�can�be�calculated�by�using�the�modified�Wheeler�equation�(Jonas�and�Rehrmann,�1972).
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• 1/4�simulation model with periodic boundaries
• 3�phases:�sand,�water and�air
• Sand permeability:�6.7EͲ12�[m2]
• Sand porosity:�0.41
• Grain size:�1Ͳ2�mm
• kͲʘ turbulence model A�constant ZOI�was seen at�flow rates above 5�l/min

Where:�tb is�the�breakthrough�time,�We the�adsorption�capacity�[MMͲ1],�C0 the�inlet�concentration�[MLͲ1],�C�the�exit�concentration�[MLͲ1],�Q�the�volumetric�flow�rate�[L3TͲ1],�W�the�weight�
of�adsorbent�[M],�ʌB the�bulk�density�of�packed�bed�[MLͲ3]�and�Kv the�rate�coefficient�[TͲ1].�

In case of binary mixtures breakthrough curves change due to the difference in the adsorption capacity of the bed for the two compounds and the competence of both compounds for the adsorption sites. The weakly adsorbed
compound 1 is replaced by the more strongly adsorbed compound 2, and consequently it travels faster in the adsorption bed. The model developed by Vahdat et al. (1994) has been applied in this study for predicting breakthrough
curves of binary mixtures on GAC. No numerical models are available in the literature to predict breakthrough curves of more than two compounds.

A real case study of groundwater contaminated with 8 CAHs was considered in this study (Table 1). The objective was to develop an approach to determine the lifeͲtime of 150 kg GAC filter adsorbing contaminants stripped from
groundwater with an air flow of 91 m3/h. First, contaminants were sorted out according to their affinity to be retained onto GAC, the two contaminants less strongly adsorbed were identified (VC and 1,2ͲDCE) and the breakthrough curve
of both contaminants (considering a binary mixture) was calculated (Figure 2). This approach considers that these contaminants are the first ones to appear at the exit flow and that the other contaminants are not affecting their
adsorption. Finally, the saturation process of the GAC filter was modelled considering the difference between the output and input PID (photoionization detector) signal over time (Figure 3) and, the time to replace the GAC filter was
calculated (considering a target saturation of 35% of GAC weight) .
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input PID signal
output PID signal

Contaminant
Groundwater concentration

(mg/m3)

Vinyl�chloride (VC) 95.0
1,1Ͳdichloroethene�(1,1ͲDCE) 25.6
Trichloroethene (TCE) 32.1
Tetrachloroethene (PCE) 33.1
1,1Ͳdichloroethane�(1,1ͲDCA) 72.2
1,2Ͳdichloroethene�(1,2ͲDCE) 1670.0
1,1Ͳdichloropropane�(1,1ͲDCP) 0.6
1,1,2,2Ͳtetrachloroethane�(PCA) 0.02

Figure�1.�Breakthrough curves�of�pure contaminants Figure�2.�Breakthrough curves�of�less strongly
adsorbed�contaminats considered as�a�binary mixture
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output PID signal

VC�starts to leave the GAC�filter

Saturation:�17%�of�GAC�weight

1,2ͲDCE�starts to leave the GAC�filter

Saturation:�35%�of�GAC�weight

GAC�filter should be replaced
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Figure�3.�Input�and�output�PID�signal and�percentage of�GAC�filter saturation
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